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Alcohol Policy 
Victimizes T.G.'s 
see page 2 
Dean C. Joseph Pusateri Dies At Age 52 
Dr. C Joseph Pusateri, dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences at USD, 
died of pneumonia early last Friday in 
Kaiser Permanente Hospital. 
A victim of cancer, he had been 
hospitalized the previous Monday. 
Over 300 people, mostly faculty and 
staff, attended funeral services at 
Founders Chapel at noon last Tues­
day. Father Mike McKay, university 
chaplain presided over the service. 
Burial was at El Camino Memorial 
Park. 
Memorial contributions, in lieu of 
flowers, may be sent to the C. Joseph 
Pusetari Scholarship Fund, Provost 
Office, USD, Alcala Park, San Diego 
CA. 92110. 
Pusateri was born in St. Louis, Mo. 
He earned bachelor's master's and 
doctorate degrees in American 
history at St. Louis University. Prior 
to his arrival at USD, he taught at 
John Carroll University in Cleveland, 
chaired the History department at 
Loyola University in New Orleans 
and was a financial analyst for Dun &. 
Bradstreet. 
Pusateri presided over the College 
Dean C. Joseph Pusateri 
of Arts and Sciences since 1977, 
overseeing a period of large growth in 
both enrollment and programs at the 
university. His presence will be sorely 
missed by the university. 
Several new programs were added 
at USD during Pusateri's tenure, in­
cluding computer science, electrical 
engineering communication studies 
and marine science, and graduate pro­
grams in dramatic arts and pratical 
theology. 
An authority on American business 
and economic history who specialized 
in the history, organization and 
regulation of the broadcast industry, 
Pusateri published numerous scholar­
ly papers and periodical articles. He 
also wrote several books including Big 
Business in America: Attack and Defense 
and A History of American Business. 
He was active in many professional 
organizations, such as Phi Alpha 
Theta, the international historical 
honors society, the Business History 
Conference, the History Committee of 
the American Broadcast Association 
and the Organization of American 
Historians. 
He resided in Clairemont and was a 
member of Our Mother of Con­
fidence Catholic Church. 
Dr. Pusateri is survived by his wife, 
Barbara; two sons, Steven of New 
Orleans and David of San Diego; two 
daughters, Barbara Boyle of Austin 
Texas and Katherine Pusateri of Kan­
sas City Mo; his mother, Frances 
Pusateri of St. Louis; and two grand­
children. 
USD Profs Want 
Midterm Grades Cancelled 
The Academic Assembly of the 
College of Arts and Sciences passed a 
motion on April 7, 1987 which would 
eliminate the administrative require­
ment for issuing midterm grade 
reports. 
In the past, midterm grades have 
been issued every semester after the 
seventh week of classes. Teachers 
must turn in grades at the registrar's 
office the week following midterm 
break. Grades are then mailed to the 
address specified by the student. 
The proposal to eliminate midterm 
grades specified that the midterm 
holiday would remain on the calen­
dar, and requires faculty to submit 
deficiency notices (D, F or Fail in the 
case of Pass/Fail) to the Registrar's of­
fice at the seventh week of the 
semester. 
Earlier this semester Dr. Lynne 
Small, President of the USD Senate, 
referred the issue to the Associated 
Students, asking them if they wished 
to make a statement on the matter. 
According to the memorandum 
sent to the USD Senate, "this policy 
should be instituted with all due 
haste." The memo, dated May 7, 1987 
is now under consideration in the 
Senate. 
Members of the AS Senate took a 
random sample of the student popula­
tion and came up with the following 
results. 
The overwhelming majority of the 
students were opposed to the motion 
for several reasons. The students find 
midterms very helpful in terms of 
knowing where they stand with their 
present study habits. Many students 
use the midterms to plan their study 
habits for the second half of the 
semester. The freshmen find them ex­
tremely helpful to their understanding 
of how they are functioning in this 
new environment. 
The midterm grade reports often 
function as a warning signal for the 
students to either shape up or go see 
their professors. They are also helpful 
to parents, who are mostly very in­
terested in their children's academic 
progress. Lastly, the students believe 
that since they are paying the high 
tuition costs they do expect the very 
best, including midterm grade reports. 
The conclusion is the following: The 
Continued on page 3 
Simply  R  Jams  
At USD Concert 
by Shirley Edwards and 
Brian Costlow 
Simply Red played to an en­
thusiastic USD crowd at the Sport 
Center last Friday, playing much 
more forcefully than those only 
familiar with their single "Holding 
Back The Years" would expect. 
The band, sans Mick Hucknall, slid 
into an intro number then Hucknall 
made his casual move onto the stage, 
red hair flying, and his smooth silken 
voice overpowered the brass and 
became the center of what is simply, 
Simply Red. 
The band displayed a great style 
range, moving effortlessly from a 
James Brown R&cB style, to a Ray 
Charles cover, a soaring ballad, and a 
several pieces reminiscent of forties 
jazz. The band overall was very tight, 
not losing their studio precision on 
stage, as many of today's bands are 
wont to do. If there was one thing 
that was the highlight of the evening 
besides Mick's effervescent presence, 
it was the band itself, especially the 
brass, which wreathed like smoke in 
and out of Hucknall's singing. The 
rhythm section was definitely 
Motown funky, but solid (although 
the rhythm of the crowd during a 
brief finger snapping episode left 
much to be desired). 
Mick himself has got to be blessed 
Continued on page 3 
Simply Red's Mick Hucknall 
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T.G., Tailgate Parties 
Victimized By Alcohol Policy 
by Marty Sauders 
Early last week, USD's new attitude 
toward responsible drinking claimed yet 
another victim: the TG and tailgate par­
ties. These off-campus functions will no 
longer have alcohol served in an organized 
fashion, although those of age can still 
consume it at the events. Due to this deci­
sion, the fraternities at USD chose not to 
co-sponsor future TG's and tailgate parties 
with the AS. 
In a phone interview, Fr. Owen Mullen, 
president of the Inter-Fraternity Council, 
related the details of the decision. The AS, 
said Mullen, wanted to run the TG's as 
they always had, but they could no longer 
provide alcohol. The fraternities could 
supply alcohol, since they are an outside 
organization. However, if alcohol was to 
be served, they would have to take on full 
responsibility for organizing the TG's and 
the tailgate parties. This was a burden the 
fraternities were not willing to assume. 
Dean Burke Defends Pub Ban 
by Marty Sanders 
In an interview last Thursday, Dean 
Burke defended his decision to stop the 
opening of a pub on campus. Burke said 
that the decision was based on two impor­
tant issues; liability and a conflict of 
values. 
The resolution was made after it became 
obvious that an outside vendor would 
have to be used. This, in turn, would 
cause a need for extensive promotion of 
the pub in order to generate a profit. 
"It was critical we create a lot of business 
in order to make a profit, and that's where 
the value conflict came in," said Burke. 
Burke decided that the university, which 
is trying to promote responsible drinking, 
would be wrong to also promote alcohol 
consumption on campus. 
Another key point in the Dean's deci­
sion was the question of USD's liability. In 
off-campus affairs, liability rests with the 
organization putting on the event. The 
same holds true for on-campus activities 
such as Larks. 
The possibility of an on-campus pub, 
run by USD, presented legal risks which, 
in Burke's opinion, were too great for the 
school to take on. "The difficulty is the 
question of liability. That's what it all 
boils down to," said Burke. 
Burke is very concerned with the pro­
motion of responsible drinking at all USD 
functions. He feels that security at these 
events should be tough enough to keep 
minors from drinking. Burke takes a hard 
line on that issue. "If minors are blatently 
getting around the system and drinking il­
legally, then we will have to shut them 
down (the events)," said Burke. 
As for charges that the administration is 
holding back information from the 
students about the ban, Burke replied, "I 
don't know what they are talking about." 
Burke said that the decision was his to 
make and that it was based on economic 
reasons and liability. 
USD Nighttime Parking 
Rules Are Changed 
by Tom Edelblute 
Resident students will be allowed to 
park in any white-line (non reserved) 
spaces on main campus from 7 p.m. to 
3 a.m., Monday through Sunday (7 
days) including legal or university 
holidays. Any resident vehicle on 
main campus during hours other than 
the above time period will be cited 
and impounded at the owner's ex­
pense. 
Reserved parking spaces and lots 
will be enforced seven days a week, 24 
hours a day, including holidays. Any 
vehicle not authorized to park in a 
reserved space will be impounded at 
the owner's expense. 
Don Johnson, USD chief of securi­
ty, says that this is to improve vehicle 
access and safety to these students. 
Johnson gave the example that so­
meone living in the valley can now go 
to Copley at night without fear of so­
meone lurking in the dark. This 
allows resident students more flexibili­
ty in moving around campus in the 
evening hours. 
These changes were effective as of 
October 1, 1987. 
U S D  L a b s  S t r i v e  F o r  
Clean Safety Record 
Therefore, the responsibility of planning 
the events was handed solely over to the 
AS. "There were no negative feelings in­
volved," said Mullen, "It was just 
something we couldn't do legally any 
more." 
In a related interview, Phi Kappa Theta 
president, Peter Ditzhazy said that the an­
nouncement of the decision came abrupt­
ly. "We were told two days before the last 
one (TG) that we couldn't have any beer," 
said Ditzhazy. Several options of how to 
have alcohol were discussed, but in the 
end, the decision not to sponsor the par­
ties was' made. In making this choice, Dit­
zhazy hopes that the focus of the tailgaters 
will shift away from the alcohol and on to 
the games themselves. 
The decision not to serve alcohol was 
based on the university's liability and its 
alcohol policy. The policy states that the 
AS cannot sponsor an event off-campus 
where alcohol is served in an organized 
fashion. 
by Marty Sanders 
To most students at USD, the labs are 
places to pick up a few units of G.E. credit. 
To science majors, however, the labs 
become more familiar than their own 
rooms. They spend many hours staring 
through a microscope, firing up a Bunson 
burner, or sweating through a tough prac­
tical. 
With so much pressure on today's col­
lege student, it's not surprising that many 
don't realize the dangers which are found 
in a college lab. They don't stop to think 
that breathing preservatives while dissec­
ting their pet sharks might cause lung 
cancer 20 years down the road. 
According to various members of the 
chemistry and biology departments, safety 
is of vital contern for everyone. In the 
chemistry labs, hazardous materials, such 
as strong acids and bases, are used in both 
independent research and classroom pro­
jects. However, USD does not stockpile 
such materials, and they discourage their 
use as much as possible. "Most ex­
periments involve some hazardous 
materials," said Dr. Malachowski, 
chemistry professor, "The goal is to 
minimize the hazard." 
In the classroom, safety is taught first. 
"We try to teach safe lab practice to the 
students," said Dr. Brown, chemistry lab 
instructor. The chemistry department has 
it?, own waste facility behind Camino and 
a variety of in-lab safety devices. "Lab safe­
ty is improving all the time at USD," said 
Brown. 
The biology department, located in 
Serra Hall, also has safety equipment in 
the lab. There are not as many hazardous 
chemicals present as there are in the 
chemistry department, but dangers still ex­
ist. "We do have some materials that are 
hazardous," said Dr. Manes, chairman of 
the biology department, "but we take 
great care to ensure the safety of our 
students." Efforts are made to separate the 
faculty and staff from the potential risks. 
One condition in which USD differs 
from other schools is the lack of graduate 
programs in biology and chemistry. This 
greatly reduces the amount of indepen­
dent research done here. Due to the 
nature of graduate research, new and 
unknown materials are created in a 
relatively unsupervised environment. 
Lack of supervision is a key factor in many 
major lab accidents. Since the research 
program here is limited, the risk is reduc­
ed. "There simply isn't very much un­
supervised research going on here," said 
Malachowski. This school's concern for 
student safety, combined with a small but 
growing research program, has given USD 
a clean safety record. 
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New Freshman 
Senators Are Elected 
by Tanya Osio 
. The new Freshman Senators for the 
scholastic year have been chosen, Michael 
Hannon and Nadine Naber. In the first 
election, 465 out of 1,000 freshmen 
students voted. Out of these votes, the 
new Freshmen Senator, Michael Hannon, 
received 52.63 percent of the votes. 
The votes for Nadine Naber and 
Michael Maddock were so close, that a 
run-off election was held. The total casting 
votes for the re-election were 258. Nadine 
Naber received 50.3 percent and Michael 
Maddock had 48.8 percent of the votes. 
The senators seem very enthusiastic 
about helping the Freshman students. The 
senator's long and short term goal, 
Nadine says, "is to unite the Freshman 
class, to have everyone participate in ac­
tivities and keep the school spirit strong." 
They are trying to organize a "day on the 
green." Other goals that the senators are 
trying to accomplish are the security pro­
blems of thieves breaking into cars and the 
problem of non-existent parking for De 
Sales. 
The senators are very eager to help peo­
ple's needs and suggestions. There will be 
a suggestion box in the AS Office where 




Continued from page 1 
AS Senate, as representatives of the 
students, would like to see the 
midterm grade reports not only re­
main in function but also be handled 
with the upmost seriousness by all the 
University of San Diego professors. 
Michael Bonte-Friedheim, represen­
ting the AS Senate, will present the 
resolution to the USD Senate on 
Thursday, October 15. He said he 
"hopes that the members of the USD 
Senate will then realize how impor­
tant the motion is to the students and 
Call your mummy 
You remember. She was 
always there when you were 
frightened. And if you got hurt, 
she was standing by with ban­
dages. Wouldn't it feel good 
to talk to your mother again 
\\ right now? 
Calling over AT&T Long 
Distance Service probably 
costs less than you think, too. 
And if you have any questions 
about AT&T rates or service, 
a customer service repre­
sentative is always standing 
by to talk to you. Just call 
1 800 222-0300. 
Sure, your schoolwork and 
your friends keep you busy. 
But call home and find out 
what she's wrapped up in. 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
not pass the motion." 
The mid-term grade proposal has 
been scheduled for the Senate agenda 
on Thursday, October 15 or 29. 
Bonte-Friedheim welcomes any sug­
gestions or comments you may have. 
You can reach him at the AS 
Senator's office in the UC, or at ex­
tension 4715. 
Simply Red 
Continued from page 1 
with one of the best, if not the best 
voice of any male soul singer record­
ing today. His voice is both powerful 
and controlled, and he holds the 
highs with a clean crisp sound that 
mezzo soprano opera singers could en­
vy. 
The band is also blessed, Mick 
especially, with great stage presence, 
another thing lacking in many of to­
day's pop acts. He plays to the au­
dience, not for it, and gives the im­
pression that the band would much 
rather be in some back street Detroit 
blues bar than a large concert hall any 
day. 
There was one hour straight full of 
magic, then as an encore, the band 
returned with the song that made 
them famous in he United States, 
"Holding Back The Years." This 
definitely as the diamond of the even­
ing. Although the soft soulful ballad 
is really not the band's usual style, 
this is where Hucknall shines, if any 
song shows the high caliber vocal 
quality of Mick, it has to be this song. 
The crowd was actually a little 
smaller than one might expect for 
such a band, which may have been 
more due to lack of publicity than 
lack of appeal, but considering the 
low key publicity and location there 
were quite a few non USD students 
there. 
The band that preceded them, Dan­
ny Wilson was giving its first U.S. ap­
pearance, and did not fare quite so 
well. 
They were a little ragged in their 
playing, and they already had gone 
through the first three numbers of 
their forty minute set before the 
soundman got his act together. 
However, after that they settled down 
and played a passable set. 
There was not, unfortunately, a 
smooth transition between bands. 
The audience had to wait for at least 
25 minutes before Simply Red's en­
trance. During the long intermission, 
the crowd walked around staring, 
talking, and fidgeting, obviously 
bored with the old "The Doors" tunes 
being played over the PA system. 
The rest of the concert logis;tics 
were handled rather well, with the 
student security maintaining control, 
although crowd control really was not 
a problem. 
Other than that minor problem, 
the concert was quite successful from 
an artistic point of view, but from a 
fiscal point of view, the concert, 
which didn't even sell out, puts the 
budget for the show at about a $10,000 
defecit. Whether or not it was worth 
it, is something USD students will 
have to decide. 
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The Prospect For Peace 
Last of a Series 
by Chris Toward 
On August 7, five Central 
American countries, including 
Nicaragua, signed a peace plan which 
was authored by Costa Rica's presi­
dent, Oscar Arias. Many people hope 
that the Arias Plan will bring a just 
and lasting peace to Central America, 
and to Nicaragua in particular. 
However, these hopes should be 
tempered with a realistic appraisal of 
the Peace Plan's prospects for success. 
This includes recognizing the Arias 
Plan's flaws, judging the sincerity of 
the Sandinistas' intentions, and 
realizing what must be done if the 
plan fails. 
The security interests of Central 
America and the U.S. cannot be held 
hostage to a blind hope for peace. 
Nicaragua's neighbors have spoken 
with one voice: they are scared stiff of 
the Sandinistas, and Nicaragua must 
change if it is to coexist peacefully in 
the region. 
As signatories to the Arias Plan, the 
Sandinistas have promised to 
democratize Nicaragua. Toward this 
end, the Sandinistas have already 
allowed La Prensa and Radio Catolica 
to reopen; they have freed some 
political prisoners; and they have 
declared a partial cease fire. San-
dinista critics dismiss these as 
cosmetic measures that are meant to 
deny the contras further Congres­
sional aid. 
The Sandinistas have wielded total 
power in Nicaragua since 1979, and it 
is unlikely that they will now abridge 
their authority voluntarily. The prin­
cipal weakness of the Arias Plan is 
that it applies little if any pressure to 
the Sandinistas to comply with the 
treaty. Diplomacy without pressures 
or incentives is little more than 
psychiatry. 
To date, the greatest source of 
pressure on the Sandinistas has been 
the contra resistance. Under the 
Arias Plan, though, the contras are 
required to cease fighting and stop 
receiving aid almost immediately. 
Conceivably they could be left dangl­
ing without aid indefinitely before the 
Sandinistas democratization and 
demilitarization efforts are judged to 
be sufficient. 
On the other hand, Sandinista 
military reductions do not come open 
to negotiation for some time later. 
Negotiating these reductions is left up 
to the Contadora group which has a 
five year record of utter failure, and 
there is no deadline for these negotia­
tions. The contras could expire before 
any reduction in Sandinista forces is 
agreed upon. Simultaneous reduc­
tions in contra and Sandinista forces 
would have been more equitable and 
cerebral, but this has been ignored by 
the Arias Plan. 
One of the main problems with the 
Arias Plan is that it relies too heavily 
on the sincerity of the Sandinistas' in­
tentions. For several reasons, this is a 
precarious basis for the agreement. 
The Sandinistas' reasons for signing 
the Arias plan were less than altru­
istic. When the original version of the 
agreement was proffered in February, 
the Sandinistas denounced it as an 
imperialistic ploy of the U.S. Later, 
when they had read the proposal and 
found that the U.S. and Central 
American countries had problems 
with it, they agreed to take it under 
consideration. 
When the plan was originally pro­
posed, eight months remained before 
Reagan had to ask Congress for more 
contra aid. Therefore, if the San­
dinistas had signed the agreement 
earlier they would have been commit­
ting themselves to democratization 
measures without depriving the con­
tras of aid. 
Moreover, the Sandinistas signed 
the Arias Plan three days after a more 
demanding proposal was put forth by 
President Reagan and Speaker of the 
House Jim Wright. If they had signed 
neither the Arias Plan nor the 
Reagan/Wright plan, renewal of con­
tra aid was virtually assured. Thus, 
they chose the plan which was less 
demanding on them. 
If the Sandinistas do allow 
democracy to be established they 
would be the first > Parxist-Leninist 
regime in history to do so. Sandinista 
From The Desk: 
Should There Be Midterm Grades? 
The proposal to eliminate midterm 
grades will go before the USD Senate 
sometime in October. It was originally 
scheduled for October 1, but probably will 
not be called to the floor until the 15th or 
29th because of other business. 
The motion does not mention any of 
the reasons for eliminating these grades; 
however, I have heard complaints about 
how time-consuming and meaningless it is 
to grade students on the pithy amount of 
work they have done to that point. 
The proposal states very clearly, not sur­
prisingly, that the midterm holiday would 
stay in effect regardless of the outcome of 
the debate. 
Now, correct me if I'm wrong, but I 
thought that the reason behind the break 
was to give students a chance to relax and 
teachers an opportunity to correct exams 
and figure grades out. 
I do enjoy the three-day weekend, don't 
get me wrong, but after the exhausting, 
nerve-wracking midterm week, I like to 
think that revenge is mine when teachers 
have to correct and figure out 20 to 35 
grades per class. 
Midterm grades are an important part of 
the year. It's when many students find out 
that missing classes and forgetting 
assignments simply does not pay off. This 
shock always spurs me to start working 
harder. In fact, my midterm grades are 
always about one grade lower on average 
than my final grades. I need the reminder, 
and so do many other students. 
Hopefully, students will give input to 
the Associated Student Senate, and USD 
Senate, and let their opinion and input 
formulate this policy. The USD Senate 
has graciously granted us the chance to 
The Pride Is Back At USD 
By Kevin M. Rapp 
AS President 
I want to take this opportunity to 
express my appreciation to some com­
mitted individuals who made the 
Simply Red/Danny Wilson concert 
possible. Of course, Wayne Walker, 
who has sacrificed alot of time and 
has finally become indoctrinated into 
a bureaucracy involved with a 
$25,000 production. His two 
assistants, Rob and Neville, have 
equally put in a great deal of time. 
Also, Tom Gorman and Val Pearson 
always seem to come through in the 
clutch. A special appreciation goes 
out to John Gutsmiedl and a good 
part of the football team, who took 
time out of their Friday night to work 
crowd control. The energy and devo­
tion these individuals brought to this 
endeavor has put USD on the concert 
map. 
I believe it is a fair assessment to 
make that the Associated Students 
have proven to themselves, the ad­
ministration, and, most importantly, 
the student body, that we are capable 
of putting on successful big produc­
tions. I can assure you that last Friday 
night's concert was just a prelude to 
what we are planning in the Spring. 
This concert exceeded our expecta­
tions both financially as well as emo­
tionally, with the participation and 
support of some 1,000 USD students. 
I encourage you to continue to attend 
our other popular events such as 
Showcase, Speakers Bureau, Cultural 
Arts and Homecoming '87, which is 
just around the corner. 
Defense Minister Humberto Ortega 
recently said, "We'll never let any of 
our revolutionary conquests be push­
ed back one millimeter in this process 
of political negotiation." 
Even if the Sandinistas want to 
honor the agreement, it is doubtful 
that the Cubans and Soviets will 
allow them to stray too far. 
If the Arias Plan is to achieve even 
marginal success, then pressure must 
be maintained on the Sandinistas. 
The best way of doing this is by 
preserving the contras as a viable 
military force. This means supplying 
them with non-military aid until it 
becomes clear whether the San­
dinistas are holding true to their pro­
mises. If the Sandinistas do 
democratize and demilitarize, there 
will be no need for further contra aid. 
The Arias Plan is the Sandinistas' 
last chance. As the Economist has 
pointed out, "If the Sandinistas do 
not seize it, their claim to sympathy 
ought to be gone." If they fail this last 
chance, then force will be the proper 
response. 
argue to keep midterm grades alive, but 
they will not bend over backwards if they 
do not see students demonstrate an in­
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Nicaragua: Pursue Diplomacy or Monroe Doctrine? 
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The USA And The United Nations 
By Mike & Robert 
Bonte-Friedheim 
In the United States, the ad­
ministration seems to be unhappy 
with the United Nations. The public 
is uninformed, and an effective lobby 
does not exist. Furthermore, it may be 
time to issue a warning in order to 
avoid a collapse of the United Na­
tions system. The responsibility for 
such a collapse would fall on the 
donor community, above all, the 
U.S.A. Two reasons can be given that 
the U.N. system might face the same 
destiny as the League of Nations. 
First, member governments are con­
stantly diluting the terms and condi­
tions of service of the U.N. 
employees. It has presently reached 
the level where they can no longer be 
compared with conditions of other 
professionals working on overseas 
assignments. As a result, top profes­
sionals are not attracted to the U.N. 
organizations, which will lead to a 
lowering of the quality of their work 
and even more official criticism. 
Secondly, certain member govern­
ments approve a budget, but then 
refuse to pay their share, again 
preventing the organizations from 
undertaking or completing the agreed 
work plan. In the past it has mainly 
been the poor countries who have 
paid late, due to their economic pro­
blems. Now the U.S., the largest con­
tributor, has joined this group. This 
will certainly lead to a serious crisis in 
the U.N. secretariat as well as in the 
specialized agencies such as the World 
Health Organization (WHO) and 
others. 
Take as an example, the Food and 
Agricultural Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO), of which the 
U.S.A. is a founding member, and 
which had its headquarters for the 
first years after W.W. II in 
Washington D.C. before they were 
moved to Rome, Italy. The FAO is an 
intergovenmehtal agency, interna­
tionally recognized for its efficiency, 
integrity, and numerous lasting 
achievements. The need fo FAO in a 
world full of hunger and malnutrition 
is recognized by all its members, who 
work as a cooperative. Each member 
has a vote in this cooperative, ir­
respective of its contribution to the 
budget, which is determined in accor­
dance with the economic situation of 
each member nation. Several years 
ago, the United States' contribution 
was reduced from 30 to 25 percent. 
However, is should be noted that if 
calculated, the contribution of each 
government or its country's total 
population, then the U.S., are not to 
be found among the top 10 con­
tributors to the U.N., as is this case, 
the FAO. 
In the past, the U-S.A. has not 
always supported the proposed 
budget of the FAO, when it was voted 
upon by the conference, the meeting 
of all member governments every two 
years. Seldom was the budget actually 
opposed, but sometimes the U.S. abs­
tained. Irrespective of the vote, the 
U.S. paid its contributions, however, 
payments were made later and later, 
as the current calendar year's budget 
and appropriation bills by Congress, 
paid FAO as assessed. In 1986, the 
U.S. had to contribute just over $50 
million to FAO's budget. No payment 
was received in that year, but in early 
1987, the government paid under $6 
million, which, together with a refund 
from the surpluse of the previous 
biennium provided for a total of 
about $13 million for a 1986 and 1981 
combined total assessment of just 
over $100 million. 
Neither the administration in was-
ington nor Congress are able to in­
form the FAO of when they will pay 
part of all of the outstanding obliga­
tion for the present biennium which 
ends on December 31, 1987. 
The results of the U.S. actions and 
policies are easily identified: (A) The 
approved program of work cannot be 
implemented; (B) Other member 
countries feel betrayed as the U.S. is 
benefitting from the work of FAO 
(through publications, programs 
which member countries pay for and 
the U.S. uses, and Americans who 
work for the FAO), without making 
its expected contribution to the 
budget; (C) The U.S. is isolated dur­
ing the discussion in the governing 
bodies and is losing friends. 
In conclusion it must be said that 
the U.S. government has pushed for 
reforms in the U.N. and the other 
specialized agencies with the declared 
aim of eliminating the one member-
one vote principle and poviding more 
decision making power to the larger 
contributors, above all the U.S. itself. 
It is more than doubtful whether 
delaying or cancelling assessed con­
tributions is the right approach. 
The UN. was founded to avoid con­
flicts and to help assist the needy and 
the weaker people and nations — 
maybe the U.S. Congress and ad­
ministration should be reminded of 
this. The U.N. system, as a man-made 
institution, is certainly not perfect, 
but procedures do exist for improving 
it, and the U.S. action is not one of 
these procedures. 
In last week's editorial, Nicaragua, a 
small country with a population of three 
million, was depicted as a major security 
threat to the United States. The words 
used in the article evoked "frightening im­
ages of red ink spreading all over the 
map." It is clear how people could be 
threatened by the mere mention of "com­
munism," for there is no question that the 
Soviet Union is the antithesis of 
democracy. This concern, however, need 
not apply to Nicaragua. 
In order to deflect some of this fear, it is 
interesting to note that the Nicaraguan 
Communist Party (PSN) remains a minor 
political actor. It received 1.3 percent of 
the votes in Nicaraguas' 1984 elections, 
and its members hold no important 
governmental posts. As for Nicaragua pos­
ing a military threat to the U.S., the 
evidence is just not there. Nicaragua lacks 
both an air force base and a navy capable 
of operating much beyond its own 
borders. Thus, as seen in a research study 
entitled What Are We Afraid Of?: "The 
perceived military danger is entirely 
hypothetical and depends on the possible 
future creation of Soviet military bases. 
This is highly unlikely for several reasons: 
the Nicaraguan leaders insist that 
Nicaragua will not allow them; and they 
stress that Nicaraguas' non-alligned 
foreign policy excludes all foreign bases. 
The Nicaraguan government also realizes 
that Soviet bases would be magnets of 
U.S. attack rather than protection." Fur­
thermore, Nicaragua is a signatory to the 
Treaty of Tlateloco, which establishes 
most of Latin America as a nuclear free 
zone. Nicaragua is already committed to 
rejecting any presence of nuclear weapons 
on its territory. 
The article also stressed many concerns 
of military threat, including Nicaraguas' 
"Punta Huerte Airfield, which will be able 
to launch or recover any aircraft now in 
the Soviet inventory." True, the Soviet 
planes could fly reconaissance missions 
from Punta Huerte if the Nicaraguans 
would choose to let them. However, 
Soviet aircraft already patrol our Pacific 
Coast from bases within Soviet territory. 
Thus, in fact, Nicaragua would offer the 
Soviet Union little which it does not 
already have. 
It is clear that Nicaragua does not equal 
the Soviet Union. Now it is only rational 
that we move on to diplomacy and 
negotiation, not confrontation. 
—Maria Elena Murphy 
We can not allow the problem in 
Nicaragua to continue. We must place a 
naval task force on both oceans. Then let 
the world know, "whether they wish us 
well or ill," that the Monroe Doctrine is in 
effect and will be fully enforced. This is 
not a political issue, it is a national securi­
ty issue. The conflict in Central America 
is a direct threat to the freedom of every 
American. If we allow these "Dominos" to 
fall they will fall across the Baja and the 
Rio Grande. Then What? Please note this 
passage from the Monroe Doctrine, 
December 2, 1823: 
"The interposition of any European power 
to the destiny of any Spanish American state 
shall be looked upon as a manifestation of un­
friendly disposition toward the United States 
of America and the American Continents 
shall no longer be subjects for any new Euro­
pean political acquisition." 
—Max Tadlock 
Keep The Noise Down 
It's almost one a.m. on a Wednes­
day morning in a quiet (for a change) 
quad in the Vistas. Suddenly, the 
sound of obscenities being yelled 
reverberates through the buildings. 
People should have more considera­
tion for others. I'm not trying to point 
a finger, but the guys shouting pro­
fanities in this case were Sigma Chi's. 
One would think that the fraternities, 
above others, would try to set a good 
example. Yelling obscenities, just to 
hear them echo off the walls, seems 
like a lack of consideration and 
respect for others. Regardless of the 
hour, immature screaming is rude and 
embarrassing behavior — even for col­
lege students. It's not that everyone 
MUST be quiet at 10:00 at night like 
we are in a monastery, or something, 
or that everyone should walk on tip­
toes, but it is common courtesy to 
others to be a little more thoughtful 
and quiet when you come in from 
having a good time. One o'clock in 
the morning is late and many people 
are asleep or studying. So be polite 
and think of others when coming in 
so late. 
Name withheld by request 
All Opinion Articles/Letters 
Are Due Mondays by 5:00 pm 
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by Mary Smigielski 
Tomorrow evening, October 16, 
the AS Film Forum will present Mel 
Brook's comedy "Spaceballs." 
After a four-year screen absence, 
Brooks returns to direct this spoof of 
various science fiction films, including 
"Aliens" and "Star Wars." The film 
was hailed by critics as being one of 
the box office hits of summer 1987. 
Brooks is cast as both the scheming 
ruler of the planet Spaceballs and a 
peaceful sage appropriately named 
Yogurt. 
Lending support and humor are 
"Ruthless People's" Bill Pullman ap­
pearing as Lone Starr, the empty-
headed space mercenary, and SCTV's 
John Candy as his loyal sidekick. 
Fleet Commander Dark Helmet is 
portrayed by Rick Moranis. 
"Spaceballs" is rated PG and will be 
shown tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the 
U.C. Forum. 
Next Wednesday night the Film 
Forum will screen "Outrageous For­
tune, starring Shelley Long and Bette 
Midler. This 1987 release casts Long 
and Midler as two aspiring actresses 
who loathe one another, yet are in 
love with the same man (Peter 
Coyote). 
Determined to track down the 
seeming Romeo who has been ro­
mancing them both, they take'off on 
a wild cross country chase to force 
him to choose between them. 
Comedian George Carlin adds to 
the scenario as a '60's burnout who 
becomes an unwilling partner in Long 
and Midler's escapades. 
"Outrageous Fortune" will be 
shown Wednesday, October 21 at 8 
p.m. in the U.C. Forum. It is rated R. 





PUMPKIN DECORATING CONTEST 
October 30th 
1st PRIZE: $50.00 Gift Certificate 
2nd PRIZE: $25.00 Gift Certificate 
3rd PRIZE: $10.00 Gift Certificate 
1. Bookstore will furnish pumpkins and marking pens. 2. Contestant will furnish props 
and enthusiasm. 3. No limit to the number of workers on a pumpkin. 4. All pumpkins will 
be decorated in the bookstore lobby, October 30th between 10:00 and 1:00. Awards will 
be presented the same day at approximately 3:00. 
Thursday, 












Some classes will 
fill quickly 
Registration 
now being accepted 
Founders 108 
Career Corner 
JUNIOR & SENIORS: If you need 
some work experience related to your 
career goal or interests, consider an intern­
ship before you graduate. 
Internships are available for all majors at 
several campus departments: College of 
Arts and Sciences, School of Business, 
and the Career Counseling and Placement 
Office. These offices maintain numerous 
internship listings from local employers 
who are eagerly offering experiential op­
portunities in diversified professions. 
In the Career Counseling office, for ex­
ample, representative fields include adver­
tising, marketing, computer graphics, 
medical technology, and personnel. 
Internships allow you a chance to ex­
plore the many career options your major 
and general education provide, while 
hurdling the infamous Catch-22 of "no 
job had without experience, arid no ex­
perience gained without the job." 
See the career counselors in Serra 300, 
and the internship coordinator at the 
School of Business or College of Arts and 
Sciences to get started. An internship is 
an invaluable career-learning experience! 
DECEMBER GRADUATES: Have 
you heard the news of on-campus inter­
viewing? 
If you are a student graduating this fall, 
you still have some opportunities to inter­
view with visiting employers from banks, 
insurance companies, government agen­
cies, retail department stores, and business 
services. Hurry now to Serra 300 to learn 
about required workshops and sign-up 
procedures. 
Volunteer For Outreach Weekend 
by Bonnie Bartel 
On Nov. 7-8 AS Community Ser­
vices will be hosting the bi-annual 
Senior Outreach Weekend. Groups of 
3-5 student volunteers will go to 
homes of San Diego senior citizens to 
assist in odd jobs that they are unable 
to perform. Make a difference in 
someone's life and sign up today in 
the Volunteer Resources Office. 
PLAN NOW 
for career opportunities through 
advanced education 
University of San Diego 
GRADUATE 
SCHOOL DAY 
DATE: November 4, 1987 
Wednesday 
PLACE: University Forum A/B 
TIME: 10:00 a.m.'1:00 p.m. 
. . . Deans, professors, admission officers from forty-
five colleges and universities including Harvard Univer­
sity, Stanford University, U.C.L.A. and U.S.D., will in­
form interested students about graduate/professional 
school programs. 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
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by Mary Smigielski 
The 1987 Orion Pictures release 
"The Believers" will be presented by 
the AS Film Forum tomorrow night 
at 7 p.m. 
Directed by Academy Award win­
ner John Schlesinger ("The Falcon 
and the Snowman," "Midnight 
Cowboy"), "The Believers" is another 
of the psychological thrillers for 
which he is known. 
Martin Sheen, perhaps best known 
for his role in "Apocalypse Now," 
changes genres to portray a 
psychiatrist who moves to New York 
City with his young son after his wife 
is killed in a bizarre accident. 
He accepts a job with the police 
department, unaware of the super­
natural neatherworld he is about to 
enter. 
The ordinary treatment of an of­
ficer, disturbed by the ritual slaying of 
a young boy, leads Sheen to the 
discovery of secrets. These secrets 
become increasingly horrifying and 
closer to home. 
"The Believers" is rated R and will 
be shown tomorrow night, Friday, 
October 23, at 7 p.m. in the U.C. 
Forum. 
Sonny Hayes 
'Elevates' Your Mood 
by Patricia Rock 
Motivational speaker Sonny Hayes will 
not overwork the positive mental attitude 
approach this Tuesday, October 20 in UC 
Forum A. Hayes' effectiveness is based 
upon his grounding in "principle of reali­
ty" therapy. 
Advocates of reality therapy emphasize 
the "3-R's" — reality, responsiblity and 
right and wrong. Although unversed in 
formal philosophy, reality therapy ad­
vocates assert it produces a very positive 
fourth "R" — results. 
More often than not we need to elevate 
ourselves from the mundane to the 
sublime. Hayes elevates his audience, 
changing their focus from the ordinary to 
the extraordinary. 
A successful speaker, Hayes affects a 
meaningful change in his audience. He is 
masterful at helping replace people's 
limited, inhibiting belief systems with a 
positive system of personal growth. He 
skillfully blends fascinating anecdotes, au­
dience interaction and guided imagery to 
suspend an individual's negative condi­
tioning and then create an immediate 
sense of self-esteem, self-responsibility and 
a can-do attitude. 
Topics in the Sonny Hayes presentation 
include: 
• Self-image 
• Stress management 
• Motivation 
• Risk taking 
• Participation/involvement 
• Time management 
• Winning 
• Procrastination 
Hayes earned a B.A. in business ad­
ministration has done post graduate work 
in advertising and psychology. 
Besides his formal educaton, Hayes 
draws experience from a high-profile 
career spanning entertainment (music, 
celebrity management, movie casting), 
advertising (legendary jingles for the na­
tions largest consumer-products com­
panies), television (originated game 
shows), motivational film production (for 
major automobile manufacturers), and 
clinical hypnotherapy (hundreds of clients 
in his private practice). 
Dynamic, forceful, energetic and pro­
vocative, Hayes often surpasses the 
highest expectations of those who have 
called upon him. Come and experience a 
new zest for life. 
You need four more business credits, 
three math credits and 
V 
two science credits to make it. 
And one credit union. 
San Diego Teachers' Credit Union. The credit union for students, too. With 
easy low-cost loans, free checking, a free VISA card, and hundreds of ATM's to 
make a student's life easier. Much easier. 
But first you have to join. And you can, simply by depositing $25 in a 
savings account with us. 
Then enjoy all the benefits of a non-profit, friendly financial institution... 
where helping students, teachers and school employees is our only business. 
So get credit here, when you join SDTCU. Just call 297-4686. 
4470 Park Boulevard, San Diego, California 921 If 
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San Diego Ski 
Show Dates 
Announced 
San Diego — Ski San Diego, Inc., a 
San Diego based promotions com­
pany today announced the site loca­
tion and dates for the second annual 
San Diego Ski Show. The show will 
be Friday, November 6, 1987, 
through Sunday, november 8, 1987, 
at the Del Mar Fairgrounds in Bing 
Crosby Hall. 
Ski San Diego, Inc., President, 
Brian Werner, states, "the purpose of 
the Show is to offer San Diego skiers 
of all abilities the opportunity to 
receive education and information on 
the sport of skiing, new products, ser­
vices and fashions offered by the local 
ski retailers and manufacturers, ski 
resorts, ski lodging, airlines and 
ground transportation companies. 
Show attendees will also be entertain­
ed by live music, fashion shows, ski 
comedy acts, a video ski theatre, 
prizes and a fascinating display of ex­
hibitors." 
Werner is excited by the ability of 
the Ski Show to have attracted majot 
sponsors in only its second year. Writ­
ten sponsorship commitments have 
been obtained from Coors Light, 
Adventure Tours LTD., Jack in the 
Box, 101 KGB-FM Radio and Chan­
nel 6 XETV Fox Affiliate. "The addi­
tion of these sponsors further proves 
San Diego's commitment to support a 
major ski show," added Werner. 
Ski Show Dollar Discount Coupons 
and posters will be distributed to par­
ticipating. Jack in the Box outlets, 
Coors Light retailers and par­
ticipating sporting goods and ski 
shops approximately three weeks 
before the Show. Werner says, "this is 
a large part of our expanded media 
and promotions campaign which also 
includes air time on several radio sta­
tions as well as an extensive print 
placement in local newspapers." 
Werner added, "in the first year our 
goal was to bring San Diego a major 
snow ski show of their own. With this 
accomplished, we set out to improve 
the show and make it more accessible 
for the over 250,000 skiers who reside 
within San Diego County." Werner 
continued, "the reduced admission fee 
of $2.50 with a discount coupon and 
free parking should bring the show 
within every skier's reach." 
To Whom It 
May Concern, 
Better luck next 
time team 
You never did tell us 
what color the ceiling 
was in Palm Springs!! 
Lucky, luckier, and luckily 
... we love you!!! 
Separate rooms, we're 
talking separate 
HOTELS!! 
Seen anything from the 
vents lately? 
The First Amendment 
Have new technologies made it obsolete? 
SAN DIEGO — For two hundred years 
the First Amendment to the Constitution 
has been criticized, eulogized, compromis­
ed and politicized; but it's survived. Now, 
while we celebrate the Bicentennial of the 
U.S. Constitution, members of the San 
Diego Communications Council predict it 
may soon face even greater rests resulting 
from the technological breakthroughs of 
the Information Age. 
Some of the most respected thinkers and 
influential figures from national media, 
corporate America, government, law and 
academia are being brought to San Diego 
by the Council to discuss vital issues 
affecting the First Amendment at a no-
holds barred forum, "The First Amend­
ment — Third Century." The forum is 
scheduled for November 11 and 12, at the 
La Jolla Marriott Hotel, La Jolla, Calif. 
The event will be kicked off with a 
keynote address by J. Richard Munro, 
chairman and CEO of Time Inc. Other 
participants include Congressman A1 
Swift of the State of Washington, Com­
missioner James H. Quello of the FCC, 
and Edward Reilly, vice president for 
broadcasting at McGraw-Hill. Chair for 
the event is Council member and former 
CBS News president, Sig Mickelson. 
These and other experts will consider 
the impact of the communications explo­
sion on the interpretation of the First 
Amendment. How will it affect the com­
munications industry? Individuals' right of 
, privacy? Our national security? 
"The First Amendment — Third Cen­
tury" is sponsored by the San Diego Com­
munications Council composed of in­
dividuals, communications industry cor­
porations, and the San Diego State 
University Center for Communications, 
Lionel Van Deerlin Chair of Communica­
tions, and College of Professional Studies 
and Fine Arts. For further information 
phone 287-2446. 
FIRST IN THE U.S.A.! 
Acid-Washed Mini Skirts 
Stores 
and a little more 
ALLIED GARDENS 
5173 Waring Road — San Diego 
MESA SHOPPING CENTER 
8981 Mira Mesa Blvd.—San Diego 
Store Hours 
M-W 10-6 
Th & F 10-8 
Sat 10-6 
Sun 12-6 
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Mission Bay V.W. Joins 
MADD In "Drive For Life" 
As an auto dealer faced with the fact 
that an average of 66 people are killed 
every day in alcohol-related traffic crashes 
(in 1986 alone, more than 23,000 men, 
women and children died as a result of 
drunk driving), Hans Hamann of Mission 
Bay Volkswagen got MADD — and team­
ed up with the San Diego Chapter of 
Mothers Against Drunk Driving 
(MADD). Together they are asking San 
Diego County residents to pledge not to 
drink and drive on Saturday, October 24, 
1987, with the objective of drastically 
reducing these tragic figures. During the 
day of October 24, community members 
are also asked to leave their headlights on 
in support of the effort. 
Hamann and local MADD organization 
volunteers are taking part in a national 
campaign called "Drive For Life" which 
unites nearly 400 MADD chapters and 
Volkswagen United States' 900 dealers 
across the nation. 
The campaign was launched on Mon­
day, October 5, at 10 a.m. at Mission Bay 
Volkswagen, located at 455 Mission Bay 
Drive in San Diego. Hamann said, "We're 
inviting public officials, educational 
leaders and the general public to join us 
on Monday, October 5 to launch the 
Drive For Life campaign in San Diego 
County. Drunk driving affects all of us, 
and we're making a commitment to sharp­
ly reduce the loss of life due to alcohol-
related traffic deaths." 
During the rally, everyone had the 
opportunity to sign a petition, supporting 
the Drive For Life commitment not to 
drink and drive on October 24. A large 
poster board petition will remain on 
display at the dealership through October 
24 for people to sign. 
"We're not against alcohol, we're for be­
ing responsible behind the wheel, respon­
sible so that others might live," said Cindy 
Roark, president of the San Diego MADD 
chapter. "And we believe that residents of 
San Diego County will support us in our 
efforts." 
In addition to gathering signatures, a 
30-second video public service announce­
ment featuring Howie Mandel of NBC's 
"St. Elsewhere" was shown. 
Drive For Life will also be promoted na­
tionally via coast to coast tours by Norma 
Phillips, national president of MADD, 
and Jim Fuller, vice president in charge of 
Volkswagen United States. National 
media support will be sought through 
public service announcements, press 
releases and interviews. 
With more than 650,000 members and 
supporters, MADD is the largest victim-
assistance program in the world. The 
organization is dedicated to eliminating 
drunk driving as a nationawide dilemma 
through a wide range of programs aimed 
at mobilizing public opinion and impac­
ting public policy, noted Fuller. Nearly 20 
percent of the organization's members 
have lost loved ones in alcohol-related 
crashes. 
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS 
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Togos Eatery, Midway Plaza 
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helped make our event 
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• Every 22 minutes, one person dies 
because of an alcohol-related crash. 
• Each day, approximately 66 people 
die because of drunk driving. 
• Two out every five Americans will 
be involved in an alcohol-related 
crash at some time in their lives. 
• Each year, about 660,000 of all 
police-reported motor vehicle crashes 
are alcohol related. 
• About 41 percent of all fatal crashes 
in 1986 involved a drunk driver or 
pedestrian. 
• During the period from 1982 
through 1986, approximately 119,000 
lost their lives in alcohol-related traf­
fic crashes. 
• Last year alone, almost 24,000 peo­
ple died in alcohol-related crashes. 
• Traffic crashes are the greatest 
single cause of death for people bet­
ween the ages of 5-34. More than half 
of these youthful fatalites are alcohol 
related. 
• In 1986, 3,538 teenagers (15- to 
19-years-old) died in alcohol-related 
crashes — that's 31 percent of all fatal­
ly injured teenage drivers. 
• In single vehicle fatal crashes on 
weekend nights, 71 percent of fatally 
injured drivers, aged 25 or older, were 
intoxicated, compared with 63 per­
cent for drivers under age 25. 
• The proportion of fatal crashes that 
ae alcohol related is about three times 
greater at night than during the day. 
Disneyworld Sets 
Talent Audition Tour 
Talent scouts from Walt Disney World 
will be on the road early this season in 
search of professional dancers, singers and 
musical-theater performers during the 
months of October, November and 
December. 
They will be seeking a variety of enter­
tainers for live shows in the Magic 
Kingdom, Epcot Center and in the Walt 
Disney World resorts located in the 
popular Central Florida vacation destina­
tion. All positions require dance/move-
ment ability. Most are full, one-year posi­
tions offering relocation assistance, life, 
health and dental benefits, plus vacation 
and sick days. Weekly salaries for chorus 
and principal performers, depending on 
the role, start between $298 and $432. 
Auditionees must be 18-years-old before 
May 1, 1988, and should bring dance at­
tire and a current non-returnable resume 
and photograph. They may be taught a 
dance/movement combination. 
Singers should memorize short vocal 
selections (ballad and up-tempo) and bring 
vocal sheet music in their best key. 
Dancers will be encouraged — not re­
quired — to sing. Accompanist will be pro­
vided. For a detailed brochure call (305) 
345-5701 between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
(EST). 
The closest audition site will be in 
Phoenix, Arizona on Nov. 12, at Arizona 
State. 
These are not auditions for technicians, 
stage managers, professional musicians, 
choreographers, show directors and varie­
ty acts. If you are any of these, please send 
resumes to Walt Disney World Entertain­
ment Manpower Planning, Dept. BT, 
P.O. Box 10,000, Lake Buena Vista, FLk 
32830-1000. For more information call 
(305) 824-4321. 
School Bell Is Worst Sound For 
Eating Disorder Sufferers 
The start of school is the worst time of 
the year for many who suffer from eating 
disorders, a. Southern California 
psychiatrist said today. 
A.A. Eldahmy, M.D., whose specialty is 
eating disorders said that anorexics and 




For Horton Plaza 
location. 
Must be people-oriented 
and like Merchandising. 
CALL 
792-5652 
between 10am & 5pm 
sounds. "The attention of their peers in­
hibits them from acting out the symptoms 
of their disease," he says. 
Bulimia and anorexia sufferers have a 
distorted view of themselves and feel they 
are overweight. Bulimics eat large 
amounts of food and purge their systems 
by throwing up. Anorexics have an in­
tense fear of gaining weight and as a result, 
starve themselves. 
Dr. Eldahmy said that as school begins, 
the pressure builds to be popular, go out 
on dates and to develop more friendships. 
Eating disorders sufferers equate success in 
these areas with being thin. "Actually, 
neither bulimics nor anorexics ever reach 
their 'ideal' weight because what they real­
ly seek is self esteem — and that's 
something that can't be weighed on a 
scale," he said. 
"Believing you can't be too thin or too 
rich is a signal for help," Dr. Eldahmy 
said. He urges students feeling this way to 
quickly seek a school counselor's help. 
Up to 15 percent of high school and col­
lege age students are suffering from 
bulimia. It can be fatal to eight percent of 
those who do not seek help. 
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San Diego Opera Opens With Rigoletto 
l-. o • Dirfrrnr Rnherr Tannenbaum and Con- Still, as one who just recenlty by Brian Costlow 
The San Diego Opera opened it's Inter­
national Season last Saturday with a de­
cent but not inspiring performance of Ver­
di's "Rigoletto." The real disappointment 
with this production is the fact that many 
of the problems they had should not occur 
in a company that bills itself as one of the 
nation's top ten. 
Soprano Hei-Kyung Hong, the one 
standout in this performance, sang the 
role of Gilda both passionately and ac­
curately, with a very rich color to her 
tone. Her acting, although perhaps a bit 
coquettish at times, played well with the 
audience. 
Baritone John Rawnsley, making his 
San Diego debut as Rigoletto also sang 
well, with great tone and projection, but 
his dramatic abilities left much to be 
desired. The character seemed to be a sim­
ple, wooden, stereotypical court jester, in­
stead of the torn and tragic figure Verdi 
Railway Children 
On The Right Track 
by Ken Jillson 
As the record spun before me for the 
very first time, I knew that this band was 
not your run of the mill blokes. Sure, right 
away comparisons sprang up in my head 
especially Aztec Camera and The Colour-
field, but there was an additional freshness 
and vigor that accompanied the album. A 
rare find in the recent large influx of 
British bands, "Reunion Wilderness" is 
the Railway Children's first stateside offer­
ing. Thig group from Wigan, England has 
compiled all their singles and an E.P. 
released only in the U.K. to make up this 
U.S. debut album on Virgin records. 
Previously they were on the independent 
but influential Factory label, now home to 
New Order and once to the late great Joy 
Divison. 
Taking their name from the English 
novel and film, The Railway Children are 
made up of Gary Newby on vocals, 
guitarist Brian Bateman, bassist Stephen 
Hull and drummer Guy Keegan. Newby, 
in addition to being the voice of the band, 
wrote all of the tracks on the album as 
well. His lyrics are thoughtful and 
vulnerable, qualities the 20-year old isn't 
afraid to show. The rest of the band pro­
vide a deceptively simplistic backdrop 
whose performance reveals new intricities 
with each listen. 
Their first single "A Gentle Sound' 
which gave them an instant following in 
their native England, is definiately the 
standout cut on their album, although 
their second release "Brighter" and the cut 
"Raidroad Side" are equally brilliant. The 
sound of the band is light and mostly 
acoustic and each song possesses a 
definitive hook that seldom fails to cap­
tivate the listener. I fail to find any serious 
flaws with the band's debut on our shores 
and fans of bands such as Aztec Camera 
should no doubt agree. After listening to 
"Reunion Wilderness" I strongly believe 
that "The Railway Children" are on the 
right track and steaming for success. 
Fight Oppression 
Break your chains 
Write for Vista 
Entertainment 
intended him to be. 
Tenor Diego d'Auria, in his San Diego 
debut, was totally unimpressive in the 
pivotal role of the Duke of Mantua. His 
voice was thin, often faltering in the high 
register, and he moved across the stage 
like a schoolboy in a high school play. 
Of the more minor characters, Jeffrey 
Wells, Suzanna Guzman, and Stephen 
West as Sparafucile, Sparafucile's sister 
Maddalena, and Count Monterone, all 
put in good performances. 
I would hope, however, that local talent 
Deorah Clague (as a page) and Martha 
Jane Weaver (as Giovanna), spend a little 
more time in an opera workshop 
somewhere before they grace our stage 
again. 
The sets, on loan from the Canadian 
Opera Company, were rather generic and 
dull, and could be used in any one of 
several operas I can think of. 
irector ob rt   ­
ductor Edoardo Muller both failed to in­
spire the singers or musicians (Hong ex­
cepted) to any display of real emotion, the 
whole show comes off rather dry, and 
there was an inexcusable amount of tempo 
discrepancy between the singers and the 
orchestra. 
,    j t  left the 
wasteland of Columbus, Ga., decent 
opera is better than no opera at all. One 
thumb up, but don't have great expecta­
tions. Two more performances will be put 
on this Friday and Sunday. For more in­
formation call the San Diego Opera at 
232-7636. 
Trips To Be Taken 
Tonight 10/15: Jack Mack &. The 
Heart Attack, Belly Up, 9:00 p.m. 
Friday 10/16: Michael Franks &t 
Stanley Jordan, SDSU's Open Air 
Theatre, 8:00 p.m. 
Sunday 10/18: All Star Blues 
Festival; featuring a wagon load of 
some of the best blues in the land, 
Rio's (formerly The Halcyon) 8:00 
p.m. 
Sunday 10/18: The Silencers, 
Bacchanal, 8:00 p.m. 
Tuesday 10/20: That Petrol Emo­
tion with the New Marines, SDSU's 
Backdoor, 8:00 pm (don't miss this 
show!!) 
W e d n e s d a y  1 0 / 2 1 :  A l l a n  
Holdsworth, UCSD's Mandeville 
Auditorium, 8:00 pm. 
Wednesday 10/21: The Dynatones, 
Belly Up, 9:00 pm. 
Now that you've gotten into USD, 
IBM can help you get more out of it. 
The road to graduation is paved 
with term papers, lab reports, cramming, 
all-nighters and, of course, exams. 
To ease that journey and awaken 
your professors to your exceptional 
abilities, we suggest the newest member 
of the IBM® Personal System IT family: 
the Model 25 Collegiate. 
It's a high-powered personal compu­
ter with advanced graphics capabilities, 
designed to fit on your desk without 
adding to the clutter. And it comes with 
<"» r ft a generous 640 KB memory, two 3.5 
diskette drives and an aid package every 
student can appreciate—a big discount, 
plus Microsoft® Windows 1.04, Write, Paint, 
Cardfile, IBM DOS 3.3 and a mouse. 
Pop in the load-and-go diskette and 
your Model 25 Collegiate is set to help 
you write and revise long papers and 
illustrate your points by combining 
words and graphics. So your professors 
will draw favorable conclusions about 
your work. 
For more information on the Model 
25 Collegiate, visit the IBM Education 
Product Coordinator on campus. 
You'll quickly learn how to get the 
most out of the IBM Personal ^=== 
System/2. ==?=" = 
Microsoft is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark and Personal System/2 is a trademark of the International 
Business Machines Corporation. © IBM 1987. 
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BoDeans return from Wisconsin and look in from the outside. 
by Karley Bailie 
In 1986, the BoDeans released their 
debut album, Love, Hope, Sex & Dreams. 
Its impact rocked the music scene. This 
band from Waukesha, Wisconsin had the 
right stuff. With their new album, Outside 
Looking In, distributed by Slash records, 
they proved that they cauld survive and 
flourish. 
The BoDeans represent original and 
heartfelt rock and roll. Their music is 
straightforward and not hidden behind a 
flashy style. The band consists of Sammy 
Lianas on acoustic guitar and vocals. He 
brings an unusual sound to the BoDeans 
music, with his different singing techni­
ques. Kurt Neumann on electric guitar 
and vocals has a good voice which 
* SPECIAL * 
15% 
DISCOUNT 
With U.S.D. I.D. Card 
Offer good anytime throughout the year 




Anywhere On Campus $5.00 Minimum 
296-0911 
6110 Friars Road at Las Cumbres 
Open till Midnight Weekdays — 2:00 a.m. on Friday and Saturday 
TUESDAYS 
2 LASAGNA DINNERS $599 
WITH GARLIC BREAD AND DINNER SALADS 













balances out and blends with the 
strangeness of Lianas' sound. This duo has 
been playing together since junior high 
school which gave them a lot of time to 
develop the BoDeans' sound and style. 
Bob Griffin rounds out the band on bass 
guitar and vocals. 
All of the songs on this album sound 
good and work well together as a whole. 
The album has a smooth and interesting 
sound to it. You can tell the band put real 
effort into making it. They have grown 
musically, expanded, and tried new ideas 
which paid off. This quest for maturity 
was also brought about and made possible 
by producer Jerry Harrison who has also 
produced the Talking Heads. 
This album has a lot of versatility. The 
melodies are new, original, and keep you 
wanting more. The songwriting is in­
telligent and heartfelt. The songs have a 
good, steady beat. The music really works. 
The ^lending of the singing adds depth 
and new dimensions to the music.-You 
can not just casually listen to their music. 
You get a desire to bounce around, dance, 
and sing along. This music touches you. 
All of the songs on this album are good 
and likable. Some noteworthy songs on 
this album are "Say About Love" with its 
fast, upbeat rhythm that makes you feel 
great, "Only Love" with its roaring rock 
and roll beat, and "The Ballad of Jenny 
Rae" which is an unusual old-fashioned 
ballad with a great sound including a tam­
bourine. 
If you like back-to-basics rock and roll 
the BoDeans is the band for you. Give 




by Kendra Peters 
The music produced from the motion 
picture soundtrack, The Secret Of My Suc­
cess is probably the best kept secret of 
the movie. With artists such as Pat 
Benatar and David Foster, and groups 
Night Ranger, Bananarama, Restless 
Heart and Taxxi — how could the sound­
track fail? The 1987 summer release of the 
movie starring Michael J. Fox was a hit, 
but the success lies in the musical score. 
As with all soundtracks, The Secret Of 
My Success contains several different 
beats to move with the mode of film 
featured. The motion picture revolves 
around an ambitious young man making 
his way to the top and thus, the music has 
an extremely up-beat sound to it. The title' 
song is performed by Night Ranger, while 
Pat Benatar adds "Sometimes The Good 
Guys Finish First," these are both ex­
plosive tunes on the first side. The second 
side includes "The Price of Love," "Water 
Fountain," and "3 Themes" arrangements 
of David Foster which set a softer tone to 
the score. Restless Heart performs "Don't 
Ask The Reason Why," the necessary love 
song that gives the soundtrack the finish­
ed touch. 
On the whole, this album provides a 
combination of talent and catchy tunes 
that is enjoyable listening. Universal pic­
tures didn't go wrong on the movie and 
they can't go wrong with this soundtrack. 
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Education Italian Style 
"Keeping The Spirit Strong" is the cam­
paign slogan A.S. President Kevin Rapp 
used to become elected in last year's elec­
tion. Rapp has told us that this spirit refers 
to "our athletic teams...the enthusiasm of 
the Greeks . . . most certainly pertains to 
our academic endeavors ... it moves every 
student." I think it is time to examine the 
actual spirit Rapp is referring to. 
First, whenever I think of spirit, I think 
of alcohol. Don't you? We know that 
alcohol and our athletic teams do not mix. 
Imagine basketball player Danny Means 
dribbling down his uniform instead of 
down the court. Imagine free safety Brian 
Day looped out of his mind chasing fat 
cheerleaders (not ours, of course). Rapp, 
being responsible, must be encouraging 
school spirit. This is why the senior 
senators have established Wednesday 
night happy hours at Leo's. After six or 
seven $1.25 Tequila shots and a few dollar 
beers, I am full of all the spirit I can han­
dle. President Rapp has been known to 
quaff a few every Wednesday. 
Second, Rapp is referring to the "en­
thusiasm of the Greeks." This appears to 
be fine and dandy Kevin, but what about 
the rest of us? Sure, the Greeks provide 
ragers with spirit. Anybody would be filled 
with spirit after 10 to 15 kegs of fun. Yet I 
think there are other groups that can keep 
the spirit strong. What about the other 
European nations? Have you forgotten 
you own heritage? Surely the Irish have 
been known for their spirited enthusiasm. 
Let us not stop there, Kevin. What about 
the Africans, the Asians, the ever popular 
Australians? We can't forget the South 
Americans either. I could go on forever. 
Yet, contrary to popular belief we are all 
one. One what? I don't know. 
Yet onward into the future we push 
ourselves. According to David Letterman, 
the late William Casey was the Unknown 
Comic. I never knew Casey was so agile 
and quick witted for an old timer. I guess 
you have to be to run the largest es-
pionable organization this side of the Iron 
Curtain since Maxwell Smarts' The Wat-
shamalcallits. 
Did anybody see the latest Playboy with 
Jessica Hahn? If you didn't, there is 
a copy in student affairs. Is Jim Bakker 
ever so smooth. He said, "Jessica, by 
helping the shepard, you're helping the 
Bakker ever so smooth. He said, "Jessica, 
by helping the shepard, you're helping the 
sheep." What was this woman thinking? 
Maybe she could have helped the sheep by 
buying a round of drinks every Friday un­
til the second coming. 
Support Wor ld  
Peace at USD 
292-0217 
by Christine Presta 
Months of anticipation finally paid off! 
As I pulled up the driveway of my home in 
San Jose I ran straight to the mailbox, 
force of habit I suppose, and there it was, 
a letter which controlled my destiny. 
Should I open it? With sweat dripping off 
my forehead, I hurriedly opened the letter. 
I could not believe my eyes, I received the 
scholarship to tour Italy for three weeks 
that summer!!! I lost control and yelled to 
my mother as loud as I could. She thought 
what had happened to me? Next, I took a 
deep breath and ran to the phone. Yes, 
my friend, Dave from USD had received 
his letter as well and as expecting my call. 
What a summer this was gonna be!!!!! 
4 July 
Dear Diary, 
I am here! It took two days of traveling; 
three take-offs, three landings, two delays, 
one layover, and an eight hour bus ride, 
but I am now in Metaponto, Italy. We ar­
rived here at the Hotel Sacco at 2:00 am 
last night, to find the hotel staff eagerly 
awaiting our arrival, with food. At 2:30 we 
sat down and I had my very first taste of 
real Italian food. Let me tell you that those 
were the best cold-cuts I have tasted since I 
left New York. After we ate I had the first 
Off-Beat's Person of the Month 
by Harry Hadjian 
You've had a rotten day. Your 
girlfriend just dumped you for some­
one who looks like Julio Iglesias in 
drag. You failed your physics 
midterm. Dad pulled the keys from 
the Beemer; and worst of all, you find 
out that it's Middle Eastern foods 
night at the UC as you dejectedly 
stumble to dinner. However, as you 
approach the front desk you hear this 
all too familiar voice... 
"How ya doing Chris? Hey, did you 
hear the one about the USD law 
school student and the gerbil?" 
Of course it's Tom Koester, the 
man with the meal cards and the 
million dollar smile. With a somewhat 
sick joke and his good natured 
character, Tom has just brightened 
up your pathetic little existence. The 
students love him and this food ser­
vice employee extraordinaire has at­
tained legendary status on campus. 
Never since Raquel Welch taught 
"Practical Sexual Positions with Lab" 
in the early 70's has there been so 
much enthusiasm for one person. But 
what is the real story behind the man 
behind the counter? 
Some people claim he was the fifth 
Beatle, and I must admit there are 
some songs on "Rubber Soul" and 
especially "Sgt. Peppers" where you 
swear it's Tom on the backing vocals 
and tambourine. Tom denies such 
rumors. CBS has offered him a 
"Morning Show" and the offers have 
been pouring in from Miller Lite but 
Tom remains dedicated to his USD 
fans. When asked to explain his 
Yahweh-like presence among the 
students, Tom modestly states, "It 
seems as if the students like me. I 
don't know, I guess I'm doing 
something right. I just hope this could 
lead me to something bigger at USD." 
As far as the students are concered, 
Tom deserves it! 
"Tom's the zenith of my dining ex­
perience," claims sophomore Kevin 
Fisher. "They should tear down this 
whole «»® -® e- building and just 
make it "Tom's Bar and Grill." 
"Food Service needs more guys like 
Tom 'cause it really sucks to work 
here," states a worker who declined to 
be named for obvious reasons. 
Like an oasis in a vast wasteland of 
high prices and long lines stands this 
phenom of the food world who pushes 
the chicken crisps every chance he 
gets, remembers every student's name, 
flashes the biggest smile on campus, 
and wears the coolest ties around! 
And...to get serious for just one darn 
second or two...Here's the message for 
you people who make the decisions 
on this campus. Buy a few less potted 
plants and GIVE TOM A RAISE! 
PROMOTE HIM! He's the best 
employee this school's got! If you 
don't, well... I wonder what a food 
fight would look like in the main din-
lucrative contract to revive its flailing ing room. 
The Far Side 
experience which helped me realize I was 
finally in Italy. When I got into the 
elevator I found that two people at max­
imum can fit at one time with few suit­
cases. They were so tiny in this hotel. 
We hit the beach today. The water was 
so beautiful, salty and warm, yet 
refreshing. I embarrassed myself already. 
When I saw all the matching umbrellas on 
the beach I thought it was so nice of them 
(the Italians) to put them there for anyone 
to use and I ran to sit under one. 
Immediately, two natives started yelling 
at us in Italian and I knew it was time to 
get out of there. How was I to know you 
had to pay? 
That night Dave and I found a nice bar 
and ordered some beers. The waiter asked 
if we want the "grande" or "piccolo" 
beers and of course, we being Italian 
Americans, blurted out "GRANDE" as 
fast as we could. He looked at me and in 
Italian asked me if I was sure I wanted it 
also. Of course I was sure. When he 
brought us those beers Dave made a 
similar face as the one I had seen not so 
long ago and he said something on the 
lines of "Holy Cow." Needless to say, I am 
sure we will be returning there very soon. 
Harry's Half Dozen 
Here are the top new food ser­
vice items for the 1987-88 school 
year: 
THE GARY HART-Two large 
breasts of chicken with Rice on top. 
THE BIG BOB MARLEY-Big fat 
rolled tacos as only Bob could do it. 
THE SECURITY SPECIAL-A 
plethora of assorted doughnuts and 
an extra large cup of java. 
THE FRESHMAN FIFTEEN 
—Two steaks, a bag of potatoes, a 
bunch of bananas, wedding cake and 
a Diet Coke. 
THE OLLIE NORTH SALAD 
—Shredded lettuce topped with Hall-
andaise sauce (I know it's bad, but 
c'mon, we just eat 'em, we don't write 
'em). 
THE JOE BIDEN SANDWICH 
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you sad . " 
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Although their descendants tlrmly deny this, 
Neanderthal mobsters are frequently linked with 
the anthropological treasures of Olduvai Gorge. 
"No doubt about it, boys.... See these markings 
on the bottom? This is an Apache pie pan!" 
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Azusa Pacific Cougars Take A Bite Out Of Toreros'Winning Cape 
USD's soccer team added a win and a 
loss to its 1987 record, as the Toreros 
again beat a much weaker opponent, but 
had trouble with a tougher opponent last 
week to go to 8-4-1 on the season. 
"We've been inconsistent, which is a 
trademark of a young team," stated Coach 
Seamus McFadden in reviewing a week in 
which his Toreros lost to San Diego State 
2-0, then rolled over Azusa Pacific 5-0. "I 
thought we played well against San Diego 
State, and it would have been a good 
bulding block to beat them. You have to 
be able to beat the big boys, but we 
haven't been able to do that with any 
regularity." 
In raking up their eighth win of the 
season against Azusa Pacific, USD led 1-0 
at the half before exploding for four goals 
in the second half. James Kyle and Vince 
Bianchi each had two goals and one assist, 
with Denis Langhans adding another goal 
and a assist. The shutout was goaltender 
Scott Huckleberry's sixth of the season. 
While six of the Toreros' eight wins 
have been shutouts, so have three of their 
four losses. With the loss to SDSU, USD 
has now matched its loss total from a 
season ago, when the Toreros posted their 
outstanding 19-4-1 mark. 
by Pat Connors 
Spor ts  Edi tor  
The USD football team suffered its first 
defeat of the season last Saturday sight to 
Azusa Pacific, 18-23. 
According to Coach Brian Fogarty, 
"Azusa was better than expected, which 
put a damper on our team." Azusa 
Pacific's record of 1-3 does not express the 
team's strength and potential. "With their 
size and strength, they could have a 
lossless record. It's just a shame that they 
(Azusa) were able to prove it against us." 
Fogarty also stated that, "If we were able 
to take the lead early, rather than the 
third quarter, we might have been able to 
crush their intensity. But by giving them 
the lead, this only sparked them 
mentally." 
With 145 yards passing and 130 yards 
rushing, USD did not have a bad game. In 
fact, the defense kept the Cougars to 200 
yards total. "We had a couple of mistakes 
which hurt us, like the fumble in the 
fourth quarter. But like the media, fans, 
by Bill Dellinger 
After easily defeating W.C.A.C. rival 
Loyola Marymount University last week, 
the Torero Cross Country team con­
tinued their fine season Saturday at the 
highly competitive Biola Invitational: 
In the men's race, Willie Guarino 
covered the five mile course in time of 
26:14 and placed ninth out of nearly two 
hundred, to lead the team to sixth place 
overall. Guarino was followed by Bret 
Harris (52nd), Kevin Eppich (56th), Matt 
Meyer (59th), and freshman Max Lauson 
(65th). Other fine performances were 
given 'by Tom Grace, Mario Solis, and 
Anthony DeBello. 
In the women's five kilometer race, the 
Toreros showed great depth, placing four 
runners in the top fifty to capture fourth 
and players, we searched for reasons to 
why we lost and came to the conclusion 
that, simply, they beat us and made us 
look bad," commented Fogarty. 
The Toreros moved to a more aerial at­
tack against Azusa but had poor comple­
tion ratio of 7 for 25. Freshman wide 
receiver, Ken Jones, had an incredible 
game with two touchdown receptions. 
The most impressive was his one handed 
snag that put USD on the way to a win. 
The last two minutes of the game ex­
cited all who attended. The second to last 
drive seemed to be the most impressive for 
USD on the evening. After receiving a 
punt on the two yard line, the Toreros 
marched down the field only to give the 
ball up in mid-field on an interception 
which capped the Cougars victory. 
The Toreros host Pomona Pitzer (1-3) 
this Saturday at 7:30 pm. "Pomona is not 
traditionally a strong team but they do 
have very excellent athletes. Quarterback 
Ed Irick and Dan Daly, one of the nation's 
leading receivers, combine for a tough and 
capable offense. 
place overall. Melinda Smith led the 
women's team with a time of 20:38 to 
place 25th. Smith was closely followed by 
Michelle Naujokas (34th), Linda 
Kankowski (40th), and Karen Crowe 
(46th), Liz Green (70th), Missy Duarte 
(72nd), and Cathy Burns (82nd) also had 
good races. Pat Hughes (162nd) rounded 
out the women's team. 
Asked about reasons for the team's si ic-
cess this year, Bret Harris commented, 
"Coach (Cota) has been doing an ex­
cellent job of getting us in shape and team 
captain Matt Meyer has provided us with 
good leadership. We also have really neat 
uniforms." 
The Toreros will compete against 
U.C.S.D. next Saturday and then head to 
San Francisco for'the Conference Cham­
pionship on October 31. 
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Give it a boost with the 
test-taking techniques and 
educational review that 
have been proven for over 
40 years—Kaplan. 
1 KAPLAN 
STANLEY H. K API AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. 
4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 
San Diego, CA 92117 
(619) 277-6744 
Come One, Come All!! 
to the USD 
Opening Day Bash/ 
Barbeque!! 
Location: South Mission 
Bay Jetty 
Day: Friday, October 16 
Time: 4 pm to Sunset 
No Charge!! 
Photo By Herb Carlson 
Freshman quarterback Brendan Murphy targets a receiver downfield. 
Soccer Splits Matches Qross Country Continues 
To Go To 8-4-1 Successful Season 
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This  Week  In  Spor t s  
Football — Oct. 17, 7:30 pm vs 
Pomona Pitzer, at USD Football 
Field. 
Volleyball — Oct. 15, 7:30 pm vs 
San Francisco, at USD Gymnasium. 
Oct. 19, 7:30 pm vs USIU, at USD 
Gymnasium. 
Cross Country — Oct. 17, 10:00 am 
vs UCSD, at UCSD. 
Soccer — Oct. 21, 3:30 pm vs Biola, 
at USD Soccer Field. 
Joshua Tree Rockclimb — Oct. 16-18, 
contact Outdoor Adventures. 
Temecula Wine Country Bike Tour, 
Oct. 17, contact Outdoor Adven­
tures. 
What's In A Co-Rec Softball Name 
AKPsi, AKPsi Pleasure Machine, 
AKPsi Longer Bats, Longer Strokes 
— Pat Connolly's team has used all these 
names and the season is only three weeks 
old. Whatever you call them, and Connol­
ly would prefer Longer Bags, Longer 
Strokes, they are the #2 ranked team in 
the league. With Ed Schlesier, Bert 
Schlesier, and Barb Cook showing the 
way LB's, LS's gained a measure of 
respect with an impressive 8-4 victory over 
Sigma Chi. The question is, can they 
beat EEEdith? 
One team that couldn't beat EEEdith 
On Top was ADPi. Although showing 
much improvement over their first games, 
the sorority team was still overwhelmed 
15-2. Elsewhere, a resurrection of sorts 
took place as the Ballbangers exploded 
past Phi Kappa Theta 16-0. Given up 
for dead only two weeks ago, the 
Ballbangers proved that they will be a 
Hail Mary's Upset IM 
Flag Football's Phi Kaps 
The Hail Mary's defeated the 
previously unbeaten and #1 ranked Phi 
Kaps in a tense defensive struggle last 
Saturday. Quarterback Todd Jordon led 
the Hail Mary's to a 7-6 victory over a 
Phi Kap team who must have been look­
ing ahead to future playoff encounters. 
The big play of the game came after the 
Phi Kaps scored to cut the Hail Mary 
lead to 7-6. Doug Gadker's team opted to 
go for two points and the win, but his pass 
was uncatchable, and the upset was 
assured. Taking advantage of the Phi 
Kap loss, the EMB's took over the top 
spot with a 34-0 white-washing of the Zig 
Zags. Pat McNeany had four touchdown 
passes and Todd Van Bodtel came up 
with two scoring receptions for the vic­
tors. 
Elsewhere, the Deep Sixers and Sigma 
Pi II played to a 6-6 tie. Rick Anderson 
led Guardians of Hell with 3 intercep­
tions and 1 touchdown catch as these hot 
weather lovers defeated the BAMF's 
22-12. H. Buster John Nothdurft threw 
five touchdown passes, Bob Barkman 
made a number of great catches, and Drew 
Hardy came up with the key sack as Har­
dy's team beat Off 31-12. Ollie North's 
Pit Bulls are now 2-0 in intrasquad games 
but did not get to play With 
Themselves Saturday as Richard 
Stefan's team obviously had other plans. 
The ???'s and Pendejos played 
somewhere else this week, probably With 
Themselves as all three teams forfeited. 
In the A-league, the top teams rolled. 
San Diego Vice scored an impressive 
victory behind the combination of Eric 
Thompson and Bill Miltner. The #2 rank­
ed team physically layed out B.B.L.B. in 
a 30-0 wipeout. The Word-Up Wreck­
ing Crew remained #3 as Danny Tarka-
nian took over completely in a 48-6 an­
nihilation of the Schlongduckers. 
Sigma Pi I geared up for their date with 
San Diego Vice with a 20-0 rout of 
Flesh. Again it was Greg Moll that show­
ed the way, but perhaps this defense 
deserves more credit than it receives. Ab­
solute Authority moved back into the 
rankings as this six-man team overcame 
seven on the Untouchable Force 25-14. 
Elsewhere, Supreme Court got'ready 
for The Beggars with a 22-0 shutout of 
Unrolled Tacos. The Grogmen beat 
Take Me Deep EEEdith 30-6. Manny 
Cuita threw two touchdown passes to 
Brian Moss and for four scores overall. 
Greg Ghio's team may be only a victory 
away from a top five ranking. 
We Need MEN 
MEN who are interested in 
being CHEERLEADERS 
for SPRING semester can 
pick up an interest packet in 
the Student Organization Office, 
UC Room 161. 
— Cheer on the Toreros! — 
contender once again. At least, that's 
what Marc Thiebach and Rob Sporl 
think. The pollsters must disagree since 
the Ballbangers are still unranked. 
Another unranked but impressive winner 
last Saturday was O.T.M. Patty Mamer 
and Colleen Kanaley each had multi-hit 
games and Dean Pisciotta powered two 
homeruns as O.T.M. annihilated AKPsi 
II 16-0. On the bright side for AKPsi, 
their #1 team is pretty tough. 
Elsewhere, the Rec-ing Crew managed 
to finally field a team with three women 
on it, but not until the third inning of 
their forfeit loss to Better Buy The 
Case. Yes, sometimes even league direc­
tors have trouble finding enough women. 
Fortunately for the Rec-ing Crew, they 
had just enough players to subdue the 
Red Hot Tomatoes in the second game 
of their doubleheader. Ted Gosen, three 
hits and two runs scored, was the hitting 
star in the 7-3 dicision. Dan Geiger's home 
run and Doug Skrobut's two-hit game 
were the bright spots for Fran Coad's 
beaten team. 
Co-Rec VBall Play Off Preview 
A-League 
Team Odds Comment 
Poltzer Pi's 4-5 Ready to take "their" title back. 
Death From 
Above 5-2 Dynasty of the Future? 
Sigma Chi 4-1 Simply can't beat Poltz. 
Five Apples 9-2 Have really missed Sadler this season. . 
Gonna Need Help 6-1 Name says it all. 
Cuervo Gold 20-1 Not likely to be alive when this hits print. 
B-League 
Team Odds Comment 
Joy Divison 8-5 Victory over Bangers made believers out of "ex­
perts." 
Bump and Grind 9-5 Perry's pick to win it all. 
Spiked Coconuts 5-2 Have enjoyed "B" league play so far. 
Bangers 4-1 Suffered a tough loss to Joy Division. 
Bailers 6-1 Could score some of the top seeds. 
Free Agents 10-1 Could be the sleeper. 
A.I.A. 25-1 Won't be in action long. 
Helen Keller 25-1 It would take a miracle. 
The Friends 25-1 • Won't be around for Saturday's games. 
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IM Square Pan Players Of The Week 
When you think IM volleyball, you 
have to think of the "Poltz" dynasty. 
No two players have been more in­
strumental in maintaining this dynas­
ty than Jeff Lake and Mimi Mehrabi. 
When Mehrabi sets and Lake spikes, 
t-shirts are won. Last week, Poltzer 
Pi's concluded another undefeated 
season and earned Jeff Lake and Mimi 
Mehrabi the distinction of being IM 
Square Pan Players of the Week. 
To claim your Square Pan Pizza cer­
tificate and t-shirt, look for your pic­
ture each Monday on the boards in 
front of Serra Hall and Outdoor 
Adventures. Then be sure to report to 
the Sports Center before Tuesday at 
6:00 p.m. 
You Make The Call 
AGSP Pulls Off Soccer Upset 
It was bound to happen. Everyone had 
all but conceded that the Graduate 
Students were unbeatable. The only con­
test in the Mens Speed Soccer league was 
for second place. Well, someone forgot to 
fill A.G.S.P. in on the script. With the 
Graduate Students' goalkeeper serving a 
one-game suspension, A.G.S.P.'s Todd 
Tillman and Jim Cameron took full ad­
vantage. Tillman scored twice and 
Cameron added four tallies as Theo Van 
Lingen's team upset the top team 6-4. Not 
even Mark Hellenkamp's fancy footwork 
and two goals were enough to save the 
Graduate Students from defeat. 
With the top spot in the rankings open, 
Legion of Doom looked set to step in 
after what should have been an easy vic­
tory over In Your Box. However, it was 
Byl Berger's team that unloaded on 
Legion of Doom to take a 4-3 halftime 
lead. Bob Briggs scored a hat trick before 
the half was even over. In the second 
period, Briggs scored again, but Kirash 
Dehpahne scored three times and 
goalkeeper A1 Limberg even punted one 
into the nets. Moe Tassoudji played great 
in the nets for In Your Box, but it just 
wasn't enough as Legion of Doom 
prevailed 7-5. 
In other mens action, A.I.A. moved 
back into the rankings with a 4-2 win over 
Magic Team. Late acquisition Bob 
Brown really used his head just moments 
before halftime to give A.I.A. a 3-1 lead. 
It was Brown's second goal of the night. 
Mike Maddock cut the lead to 3-2 for 
Senioritis, Zooport Locals 
Look Best In IM Tennis 
Team tennis got underway last week 
and both leagues looked better than ever. 
In the men's division, last year's champs 
picked up right where they left off. Tim 
Storm and Mike Sackmaster stayed at #1 
with a 18-5 thrashing of Add In, who 
defaulted the doubles because they com­
plained of Storm's serve being too hard to 
return. #2 belongs to Delta 9R Delta, 
who disposed of Fuzzy Balls 18-8. Dave 
Bernauer and Marc Lipschitz definitely are 
a force to reckon with. Another con­
tender is hard-hitting Coors Light which 
cruised to an 18-6 victory over the Box 
Workers. Keith Gage and Mike Webber 
hold down the #3 spot in this week's rank­
ing. The team of Dave Potarf and David 
Kingsley also earned a ranking with a hard 
fought 16-14 victory over Mex S.A. De 
C.V., another potential playoff team. 
Rounding out the top 5 are Oversized 
Heads, who won 18-3 with the aid of a 
default, but still looked good enough to 
deserve respect. 
Rounding out the scoring: Stonie 
Ponies edged down the line 13-9, Peter­
son/Johnson got by Team Rasta 17-11 
and Animal & Hawk won decisively 
over ICBM's 18-5. 
The excitement in the mixed doubles 
league will be over who will win B-league 
playoffs. The top 2 seeds just look too 
strong for the rest of the field. The top 
seed is the Zooport Locals. Tim Storm 
and Margo Mullally didn't lose a game 
enroute to a near impossible feat of an 18-0 
shutout of Stokes Back And Fore. The 
defending champs, We Want Another 
Large, also looked tough as they cruised 
to victory as well. Holly Roloff got a 
golden set and Brent Burns looked good 
too, as they defeated Rights/Johnson 
12-1. Eric Dome and Alison Jones had im­
pressive singles victories enroute to a 17-10 
win over the No Names. John Keenan 
and Kirsten Anderson are Moonlighting 
Strangers and this week #4 team. They 
defeated Ace In Your Face 17-11 but 
they will have a tougher time down the 
road. The #5 team is the Fireballs who 
looked impressive in their 16-9 win over 
the DT's. The other scores were as 
follows: Mile High over Double Fault 
17-9 (Congrats to Heather Ludwig for win­
ning in "mens" singles), and Sara 
Kleekamp/Tim Peterson over Back 
Off 14-7. 
Special thanks are in order for Pat Con­
nolly, Tom Grace, and Dan Limberg who 
pretended to be umbrellas while trying to 
umpire during the early Sunday morning 
softball games. Thanks also to football of­
ficial, Leroy Hughes, for leaving his guests 
stranded at the zoo so that he could be on 
the field refereeing Friday and Saturday. 
Now for this week's You Make The 
Call: In speed soccer, the defending team 
must allow an attacker three yards on a 
direct kick. What if they don't? Let's say 
A.I.A.'s Wade Walker has fouled Legion 
of Doom's Marc Thiebach. Thiebach at­
tempts the direct kick, but A.I.A.'s Bob 
Brown stands directly in front of the ball 
and deflects the kick. Now you make the 
call, is this a violation? Answer: No! If the 
attacker wants a 3-yard cushion, he must 
ask the official to move the defender back. 
Any kick taken without a request is taken 
at the attacker's risk. 
Magic Team, but Paul Tobin's first goal 
of the night sealed the victory for A.I.A. 
Minors in Possession and Fletch and 
Pilfer played as good a half of soccer as any 
played this season. Goals by John 
Holland, Chris Bernhoft, and Mark 
Rasich scored to give the Minors a 3-2 
lead. In the second half, it was all Minors 
in Possession with the 6-3 final not 
necessarily indicative of the disparity. In 
Reeb Gnob's 4-2 victory over 
Something Sexual it was Tom Shay 
who stole the show, scoring a hat trick for 
the victory. Chris McPherson's 2 goals 
kept the game close for Something Sex­
ual. 
In the women's division, the featured 
game saw #2 ranked Hackin's Revenge 
square off against #3 Brew Crew. Despite 
two goals from Jenine Lawlor, the best 
Hackin' could salvage was a 3-3 tie. For 
the Brew Crew, this was tie #2 in as 
many games. 
The top ranked team, Also Hangin 
showed why they have sole possession of 
first place. Rose's Thorns certainly can 
attest to their dominance as Toni Tor-
torelli, Tammy Kelly, Gina Labovitz, 
Stephie Owens, and Linda Abbruzzesi all 
scored in the 11-2 rout. In the Peas vs. 
Rasta Rebels contest, Jennifer Piper 
scored first to give the Peas an early lead. 
Rasta Rebel star Michelle Gillies quickly 
tied things up with some fancy footwork 
and a booming goal. Annmarie O'Brien, 
Krista Sorenson, and Martha McDermott 
scored the second half goals that gave the 
Rebels a 4-2 victory. 
B-League Softball Race Tightens 
Although rain was the order of the day 
and most games were postponed, the two 
that were played really knotted up the 
B-league softball pennant race. With 
Black Sheep Squadron and Team 
Bagel emerging victorious, four of the six 
teams are now tied for second place with a 
2-2 record. The I.M. Addicts lead the 
league at 2-1 while Dickie's Dozen is in 
last place, but they only trail by one game 
at 1-2. Bret Burleigh was the story in 
Black Sheep's 10-6 victory over Sigma 
Pi II. The team captain went 3 for 4 with 
2 RBI's and 2 runs scored as Black Sheep 
scored ten times in the first four innings. 
Sigma Pi made a belated rally in the sixth 
with hits from Byl Berger, Bob Tasker, 
Brent Barber, and John Huber, but it was 
not enough to prevent their second 
straight loss. 
Team Bagel looked like world beaters 
as they piled up an early 8-0 lead against 
the Free Agents. Stewart Fallon and 
Greg Still each homored early, but 
everyone got in the act as line drives were 
flying everywhere. The Free Agents tried 
to get back in it by scoring six times in the 
sixth. Paul Smigliani and Steve Speer had 
the big hits which cut the Bagel lead to 
8-7. However, Greg Still's team responded 
with three runs of their own in the 
seventh. Doubles off the bats of Curt 
Names and Tom Breitling resulted in teh 
final runs in the 11-7 Bagel victory. 
The remainder of the afternoons games 
were rained out. Captains are advised that 
these games will be made up on November 
1 at their originally scheduled times. This 
Sunday's games should be played as 
scheduled. 
Hail Mary's: A famous person once said, "It is difficult to keep your head 
when all others around you are losing theirs." He certainly wasn't talking 
about last week's Hail Mary's-Pbi Kappa Theta flag football game. 
While the top ranked Phi Kaps self-destructed and took out most of their 
frustrations on the officials, the Hail Mary's calmly went out and pulled off 
a stunning 7-6 upset victory. While their highly ranked opponents used 
language that would offend an inner city gang member, Craig Austin's team 
displayed the -type of sportsmanship worthy of an intramural team of the 
week. For defeating a top ranked team and doing it with class, the Hail 
Mary's are this week's IM Miller Lite Team of the Week. 
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Game of the Week: 
Team Bagel vs. Free Agents 
Team of the Week: 
Team Bagel 
Player of the Week: 
Bret Burleigh (Black Sheep Squadron) 
CO-REC SOFTBALL 
Game of the Week: 
Rec-ing Crew vs. Red Hot Tomatoes 
Team of the Week: 
O.T.M. 
Player of the Week: 
Dean Pisciotta (O.T.M.) 
FLAG FOOTBALL-A League 
Game of the Week: 
Sigma Pi I vs. Flesh 
Team of the Week: 
San Diego Vice 
Player of the Week: 
Bill Miltner (S.D. Vice) 
FLAG FOOTBALL B-League 
Game of the Week: 
Hail Mary's vs. Phi Kappa Theta 
Team of the Week: 
Hail Mary's 
Player of the Week: 
Rick Anderson (Guardians of Hell) 
INNERTUBE WATER POLO 
Game of the Week: 
Killer Tsunami vs. Slippery When Wet 
Team of the Week: 
Killer Tsunami 
Player of the Week: 
Nikki Lacey (Killer Tsunami) 
MENS SPEED SOCCER 
Game of the Week: 
AGSP vs. Graduate Students 
Team of the Week: 
AGSP 
Player of the Week: 
Jim Cameron (AGSP) 
WOMENS SPEED SOCCER 
Game of the Week: 
Brew Crew vs. Hackin's Revenge 
Team of the Week: 
Also Hangin' 
Player of the Week: 
Jenine Lawlor (Hackin's Revenge) 
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL-A League 
Game of the Week: 
Poltzer Pi's vs. Sigma Chi 
Team of the Week: 
Poltzer Pi's 
Player of the Week: 
Jeff Lake (Poltzer Pi's) 
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL B-League 
Game of the Week: 
Joy Division vs. Bangers 
Team of the Week: 
ALA 
Player of the Week: 
Camille Barbara (Bump and Grind) 
MENS TEAM TENNIS 
Match of the Week: 
Mex S.A. De C.V. vs. Kingsley/Potarf 
Team of the Week: 
Senioritis 
Player of the Week: 
Tim Storm (Senioritis) 
MIXED TEAM TENNIS 
Match of the Week: 
Moonlight Strangers vs. Ace In Your Face 
Team of the Week: 
Zooport Locals 
Player of the Week: 
Holly Roloff (We Want Another Large) 
Play  Of  The  Week  
While there were many notable plays 
this past week, none had the effect on the 
IM program that tropical storm Ramon 
did. Mother Nature sure did a job on us 
last Sunday cancelling six soffball games 
and the Beach Volleyball Tournament. 
Sorry guys, but this week it's Mother 
Nature and tropical storm Ramon — the 
IM Play of the Week. 
IM MIDNIGHT BOWLING 
TOURNAMENT-Friday Night! 
Have you entered your team yet? 
IM Homecoming 
Special Events 
November 14 is the homecoming foot­
ball game vs. Menlo College, and in honor 
of the occasion, the IM department will be 
sponsoring two special events. The first of 
these is Scramble Golf and will take 
place on Friday afternoon, November 13. 
Two-person teams (men's and mixed) will 
try their luck at the Mission Bay Golf 
Course in a scramble format tournament. 
Green fees are $6.50 per person and en­
tries are due at the Sports Center no later 
than Wednesday, November 11 at 6:00 
p.m. 
The Homecoming 3-Mile Canyon 
Run will be held on the morning (10:00 
a.m.) of Saturday, November 14. $1 per 
person is the entry fee and an additional 
$5 will get you a stylish participation shirt. 
If you want the shirt, entries are due by 
Wednesday, November 4. Otherwise, en­
tries will be taken up to the start of the 
race on Saturday. 
Scramble Golf and the 3-Mile Canyon 
Run — a chance to see old friends and join 
in on the fun of IM Sports. 
IM Beach Volleyball Washed Out 
It was supposed to be a spectacular day 
at Ocean Beach. 50 teams had signed up 
for the Beach Volleyball Tournament. 
Food and drink was provided, and sun 
and fun was guaranteed for all. Unfor-
tuantely, the sun didn't cooperate. As the 
round-robin portion of the men's competi­
tion was coming to a close, the skies open­
ed and the tournament was history. At 
the time, the top teams were those that 
were expected to do well: The team of 
Jamie Gimber and Joe Bilsborough looked 
like the ones to beat, but Jeff Lake, John 
Pagliuso, Larry Getz and Tim Storm also 
had excellent squads out there. The 
weather delayed, but hopefully did not 
prevent us from finding out who the best 
team is. The IM Department has ten­
tatively rescheduled this tournament for 
Sunday, November 8. If the beach is 
available, competition will resume with 
the mens playoffs and consolation follow­
ed immediately by the mixed division. 
Check here next week for confirmation of 
the schedule. 
Powder Puff Tournament Coming 
November 7 is the date and Powder 
Puff Football is the IM event. Ladies, 
this is your chance to play Flag Football 
just like the guys. You too can wake up 
Sunday Morning with the aches and 
pains, the bumps and bruises. So what are 
you waiting for? Find a coach and start 
practicing today! Entries for this tourna­
ment are due Wednesday, November 4 
and the fee is a nominal $10 per team. 
Seven women play at a time and you can 
have up to 20 players on your roster. 
Seriously, this is a very enjoyable tourna­
ment. So, sign up for Powder Puff Foot­
ball and join in on the fun! 
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